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About This Game

Lift an evil curse that has been cast on the kingdom by a witch looking for revenge in Love Chronicles: The Sword and the
Rose! Scattering the petals of an island kingdom’s magical rose throughout the land, the witch has plunged the kingdom into
turmoil and it’s up to you to save the day. Gather the petals, defeat a terrifying beast, and confront the witch in this exciting

Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Integrated Strategy Guide

Wonderful Wallpapers
Concept Art
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Ahh, what a classic! N2O is a game that takes space invaders, and puts it on a three dimensional acid trip, where you shoot bugs
and jam out to some fantastic music. N2O was originally released on PS1 and got rereleased to PC by Console classics, who will
be releasing 32 more PS1 games over to Steam. The game is fun, It's soundtrack is literally the album Vegas by The Crystal
Method. Now as a game, I would recommend it in a heartbeat (I still have a hard copy of this game from back in the day). The
port is nice too, but my only real complaint about it, is that Steam Overlay doesn't appear in fullscreen. So if you want to see
your achievments, you're going to have to play in windowed, until they update it for the overlay to work (if they decide to
update it).. TL;DR here, more lengthy description further down.

Pros:

Cons:
-Very little 3D character options in terms of customization
-DLC for characters and stuff is SUPER EXPENSIVE
-The software itself with so little is WAY too expensive
-Sometimes crashes and\/or has bugs
-Has few item assets and backgrounds
-It's SUPPOSED to allow user made content to be imported
-SOME poses
-Facial expressions are terrible
-If you can't find a specific pose you're looking for? Well too bad, if they don't have it, you can't make it. (No custom poses)
-Updates are far in between and usually don't do anything

It's always good to read a bad review to know if you're really getting your money's worth. I know I've been duped.

(Of you want a more lengthy description of why NOT to buy this game, keep scrolling.)

  So, yeah. I have no idea why I bought this, and I totally regret it. First off, it's WAY too expensive. I had the fortune of
buying this literal waste of money for a discount, and even then, NOT WORTH IT. All the good reviews saying "Yeah,
it's great, this thing has so much to offer" just fill me with rage. My goal as a reviewer is to make sure that other
people don't fall for what is basically a scam. The company\/team of people that made this product advertised it in such
a way that you could create all the manga\/comics your imagination could handle. WRONG.

  This thing has the least amount of assets I have ever seen for such an expensive product. Yes, they do have DLC, but
it's expensive as heck. It's a limited software that makes its money by promising you freedom and control, but limits
you so when you want more assets they make you buy THEIR DLC to make more moolah (money). This is absolutely
unacceptable behavior as human beings. Man, I wish I had gotten a refund while I still could. There is so little you can
do that I've just stopped using it altogether. I just want to warn you so that you don't make a decision you'll regret. I
want to make sure no one falls for this anymore.. \u2714 for good mobile port. really quick and fun game took me 20
min to complete honestly top 10 fav indie game. The game literally doesn't say anything just brings up a f*cking book
or something in my face
Guess I'll click it... It was the starter pack. Okey. Now I have cards.

I wanted to ask for a refund, because I didn't like this game.
I had 36 minutes in the game. Steam says they can't refund me because I have opened a pack...

But the game wouldn't have started if I dont open it and I didn't even know it was a pack.

This is a scam by Valve and if you later want to refund the game DO NOT BUY IT because you won't be able to.
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menu design is cool af. Very beautiful marble garden puzzle solved maze is great.. Unplayable, Maybe next time... :( Sorry..
While many elements of the game are enjoyable, a set of bugs and the lack of currently available support (the links to the
developer's\/publisher's pages simply go to spam sites at this point) force me to recommend against this game. If it were a free
download, I'd suggest it with the caveat to not get too involved or attached, as there's a good chance you won't be able to finish
the game or achievements. It's always sad to see a game abandoned by its creators, and this one is no exception.. So, to start, I
have just finished Sabred of Infinity for the first time, so if you want to know what its like to play through it 5 times, ill have to
get back to you (because i do plan mulitple playthroughs)

I hardly ever write reviews for games on steam. For the most part, i think someone should be able to judge how they are going
to feel about a game based on the general description of the game and its overall reception. Most people, i think (including
myself), even if they look at reviews, go into the reviews with a certain disposition towards the game one way or another and
tend to discount the reviews that dont already side with their own pre-formed opinions.

This game is uniquly special though.

As there are not a lot of good, modern text based games these days, at least that i know of, i feel the need to review Sabres of
Infinity.

This might be one of the best games i have ever played.
If Sabres of Infinity was 19.99, i would tell every one of my friends to buy it.
There are plenty of books that cost 10-20 dollars, and this is essentially an amazing book that you get to be a part of.
The writing is amazing, and while i usually hate games that force me to play as a specific person (i love to create my own
original character) this game makes you truely feel the pressures of the role you must undertake, and it makes you enjoy it.
Its quite a respectable length, especially for its price, and they choices you make all feel like they have weight and influence
over the course of your story. I have only finished one playthrough, so im not 100% how much can change, but it seems like
there are a lot of different options, and i have already seen several choices that i made that i know caused certain decisions later
down the line to either succeed or fail.

If you are someone who has played games like Baulders Gate, Dragon Age, Mass Effect, Kotor 1-2 (#Bioware Fanboy) and the
best part of those games was the story, dialogue, and decision making, you WILL enjoy this game. Its not quite the same as any
of those, because obviously there is no "Combat" or controlling your character on a screen, but the decisions are just as real.

It is a deeply immersive and well described and drawn out world, with characters that feel real, where every choice you make
feels like the most important choice of the game. For the quality of content you get, compared to the price of the game, they are
basically giving this out for free, because i would pay a hell of a lot more for this game than they're asking. 10\/10, Im off to
buy Guns of Infinity. I love stealth games overall. Love hiding almost forever and waiting for right moment.

Light has interesting and simple visuals, i am ok with it, there is a lot space left for players imagination and i like imaginate :).
Light has very nice alectronic ambient soundtrack, i like it.

Also Light is very short (no more 2-3 hours if you try to be really stealth and if you do not kill anyone, it is really hard in this
case), but i am ok with it too.

Light has very nice and interesting story.

But stealth in Light, which is primarily stealth game, was a huge dissapointment for me. You can change your suit (aka disguise)
for suit of killed civilian or guard. But no matter if you do or not, guards and cameras allways detect you as enemy.

You can kill and hide everyone in cabinets, toilets etc., but every time you kill someone a message "reinforcements arrive in
2:00 minutes" will pop up, no matter if you kill someone in crowded room or in a lonely place.

You can't go "under" cameras and stay undetected while staying in place, which is one of basic stealth mechanics.

Guards are able see you (even walk!) through opened door if you hide behind them.
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This is how stealth really should not be done, imho. Someone wrote "nice idea, terrible execution" and unfortunately i must
absolutely agree. Moreover there are a lot of games which primarily are not stealth, but they are much more enjoyable in stealth
than this "stealth" game.

More than complete game it seems to me like just proof of concept ... but this concept is very very unfinished in this case :(.

Conclusion:

Overall dissapointed, moreover because this is my first "not reccomending" review on Steam.
Moreover because i am huge fan of stelath mechanics and stealth games.. This is one way to support developer.

And Likulau \ud83d\udc95 my husbando ><

More Nekojishi merchandises visit Nekojishi official site!. so fun xD XD XD XD. Quite good overall
I like the slow acceleration of this unit
Horn and whistle are both recycled
6.5\/10
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